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Heavy Flavors

Complimentary probes of QGP,
“rare probes”, but charm becomes abundant at high energies.

: initial production is in better control 
since it can be calculated by pQCD.
: secondary production is less important,
so # is ~conserved throughout evolution;

produced and thus interact earlier;
may not fully thermalize with light flavors,

but degree of thermalization reflects 
strength of heavy-light interaction and 
properties of QGP (dominated by light flavors).

𝑚",𝑚$ ≫ 	𝛬()*

𝑚",𝑚$ ≫ 𝑇
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A+B

Final particle spectra

Hadronization (Quark Coalescence)

ZPC (parton cascade)

Strings melt to q & qbar
via intermediate hadrons

Hadrons freeze out (at a global cut-off time);
then strong-decay most remaining resonances

HIJING1.0:
minijet partons,   excited strings,  spectator nucleons

Extended ART (hadron cascade)

Partons freeze out

Generate parton space-time

Structure of AMPT v2.xx (String Melting version)

Coalescence to heavy hadrons
(D, Ds , D*, Λc , B, …)

Initial Q/Qbar production

2çè2 elastic scatterings

Where are heavy flavors (Q) in the current AMPT model? 

Heavy hadrons in final spectra

ZWL et al. PRC72 (2005)
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It has been generally believed that:

• Transport models at large-enough cross section will approach hydrodynamics.

• Early hydro-type collective flow in sQGP
converts initial spatial anisotropy into final momentum-space vn

• For low-PT particles in high-energy heavy ion collisions,
since both hydrodynamics and transport models can describe vn data,
the mechanism of vn development in transport models (via particle interactions)
is in principle the same as in hydrodynamics (via pressure gradients).

The escape mechanism: a brief review

Liang He, Terrence Edmonds, ZWL, Feng Liu, Denes Molnar, Fuqiang Wang: PLB 753 (2016):
Anisotropic parton escape is the dominant source of azimuthal anisotropy in transport models.

ZWL et al. NPA 956 (2016) for Quark Matter 2015:
Elliptic anisotropy v2 may be dominated by particle escape instead of hydrodynamic flow.
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Questions for small systems such as p+Pb or d+Au:
● Mean free path may be comparable to the system size; 

is hydrodynamics still applicable to such small systems?
● Transport and hydrodynamics should be different here, 

could they also be different for large systems?

Bzdak and Ma, PRL 113 (2014)
using AMPT (String Melting version).

Bozek and Broniowski, PLB 718 (2013)
using e-by-e viscous hydrodynamics. 

out, with a thermal spread in their relative momenta.
Another important source of correlations comes from the
global transverse-momentum conservation [44, 45]. We im-
pose approximately this constraint by requiring that the
sum over the particles in the generated event fulfills the
condition
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We have found numerically that limiting the total trans-
verse momentum to PT = 5 GeV is sufficient; further
reduction does not affect the studied quantities. This
amounts for retaining about 8% of the least-PT events from
our sample.
We apply the hydrodynamic model to the two most cen-

tral centrality classes used by the CMS Collaboration. The
centrality of the events is defined based on the charged
particle multiplicity in the CMS acceptance. A good ap-
proximation of the centrality cuts in our model is repre-
sented by simple conditions on the number of the partici-
pant nucleons. The most central collisions withNpart ≥ 18
amount to 3.4% of most central events in the Glauber
Monte Carlo model. The second most central class is de-
fined by 16 ≤ Npart ≤ 17 and sums up 4.4% of the cross
section. Cuts on the final multiplicity in the calculations
instead of Npart could be used, once the model of the ini-
tial state were supplemented with effects of fluctuations of
the energy deposited in each elementary collision [46–49],
but this is not crucial for our study.
In the hydrodynamic model the multiplicity fluctuations

are largely decoupled from the collective expansion phase.
Our model gives realistic predictions on the collective flow,
but the multiplicity distribution cannot be reliably calcu-
lated. This has a consequence for the normalization of
the correlation functions. By integrating the per trigger
correlation function one obtains

'

d∆φd∆η Ctrig(∆η,∆φ) =
⟨N(N − 1)⟩

⟨N⟩
, (6)

i.e., the ratio of the average number of pairs over average
multiplicity in a given acceptance window. In the presence
of correlations from collective flow only, a more robust
observable is the 2D correlation function normalized by
the number of pairs instead of N in Eq. (1).
In the hydrodynamic model collective flow dominates

in the correlation function for 2 < |∆η| < 4. There-
fore to make a meaningful estimate of the hydrodynamic
component in the 2D correlation function, we rescale the
calculated functions to get the same subtraction constant
CZYAM in the zero-yield-at-minimum (ZYAM) procedure.
We use the ZYAM values as quoted by the CMS Collabo-
ration for each multiplicity and pT bin [1]. Such rescaled
correlation functions, called normalized correlation func-
tions in the following, should be used to estimate the con-
tribution of the collective flow to the ridge observed in the
experiment.
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Figure 3: The projected and ZYAM-subtracted correlation function
in the region 2 < |∆η| < 4 for the two most central bins in multiplic-
ity (panels extending horizontally) and two pT intervals (panels ex-
tending vertically) for the pPb collisions. The CMS measurement [1]
is shown as dots. The results of our hydrodynamic model with the
normalized correlation functions are shown with the solid lines. The
dashed lines show the results of the hydrodynamic model with sub-
traction of the model ZYAM values and no rescaling.

In the following we describe the results obtained with
our simulations. We begin with the correlation function of
Eq. (1), shown in Fig. 1 for the most central collisions with
two different cuts imposed on the transverse momentum
of each particle in the pair. The 2D correlations func-
tion presents similar features as the experimental one [1].
A sharp same-side peak is formed due to the resonance
decays and the local charge conservation [4]. The ob-
served additional correlations from jet fragmentation at
small ∆φ-∆η, or the Bose-Einstein and Coulomb corre-
lations, are not included in our model. The away- and
same-side ridges are formed in the whole range of ∆η.
The shape of these ridges is determined mainly by the first
3 harmonics in the relative azimuth. The first harmonic
comes predominantly from the transverse-momentum con-
servation and is seen as a tendency for the back-to-back
emission. The second and third harmonics are provided
by the collective expansion of the initial fluctuating source
and describe well the shape and the width of the same- and
away-side ridges. As expected [11, 12], the collective ellip-
tic flow leads to the formation of the same-side ridge in the
2D correlation functions, which is our basic observation.

A qualitatively different behavior is visualized in Fig. 2.
At low pT the correlation displays a ridge (panel a) in the
azimuthal angle direction (near ∆η = 0), which is due to
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FIG. 1: The transverse momentum dependence of the elliptic, v2, and triangular, v3, flow coefficients in p+Pb (upper panel) and
Pb+Pb collisions (lower panel) as obtained in the AMPT model (open symbols) with the string melting mechanism. Different
centrality classes are defined by the number of produced charged particles, Ntrack, measured in |η| < 2.4 and pT > 0.4 GeV/c.
The CMS data are denoted by the full points.
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FIG. 2: The CMS data (full points) vs the AMPT model (open symbols) with the string melting mechanism for the integrated
elliptic, v2, and triangular, v3, flow coefficients in p+Pb (left) and Pb+Pb (right) collisions as a function of the number of
produced charged particles, Ntrack, measured in |η| < 2.4 and pT > 0.4 GeV/c.

and antiquarks which undergo elastic scatterings (in con-
trast to the default model, where only partons from
minijets interact) with a partonic cross-section which is
controlled by the strong coupling constant and the De-
bye screening mass. Subsequently a simple coalescence
model is employed to form hadrons which further un-
dergo hadronic scatterings. The detailed description of
the AMPT model can be found in Ref. [2]. The AMPT
model provides a consistent framework to understand
many phenomena in p+p, p+A and A+A collisions. In
particular, different orders of harmonic coefficients have
been well reproduced in Au+Au collisions at the top
RHIC energy [37] and Pb+Pb collisions at the LHC en-
ergy [38], which indicates that in A+A interactions, the
initial spacial asymmetry is transformed into the final

momentum anisotropy via the incoherent parton scatter-
ings [39].

In our previous study, the long-range two-particle az-
imuthal correlations have been observed in p+p and
p+Pb collisions at the LHC energies with a modest
parton-parton cross-section of σ = 1.5−3 mb [1]. There-
fore, it is important to check if the flow coefficients vn
extracted from the long-range two-particle azimuthal cor-
relation function are comparable with the data. In this
work we simulate p+Pb collisions at

√
s = 5.02 TeV and

peripheral Pb+Pb collisions (50 − 100%) at
√
s = 2.76

TeV with the parton-parton cross-section of 3 mb, being
consistent with our previous study.

In Fig. 1 we present the elliptic and triangular Fourier
coefficients from the long-range two-particle azimuthal

Small systems: again, both hydrodynamics and transport can describe flow.

The escape mechanism: a brief review
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We have followed the complete parton collision history 
and study the generation of parton v2 in AMPT.

Ncoll: number of collisions suffered by a parton.
He et al. PLB753 (2016) 3
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FIG. 2: Parton v
2

in Au+Au collisions as a function of the
number of collisions N

coll

that a parton has su↵ered. The
solid curve is the v

2

of all(active) partons after su↵ering N
coll

collisions, the dashed curve freezeout partons, and the dotted
curve non-freezeout partons.
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FIG. 3: Parton �? ⌘ hr̂? · p̂?i as a function of the number of
collisions N

coll

in Au+Au collisions. Both the normal (thick
curves) and the azimuth-randomized (thin curves) AMPT re-
sults are shown. The solid curves are those for all(active)
partons after su↵ering N

coll

collisions, and the dashed curves
are for freezeout partons.

di↵erence in the physics mechanisms between them.

Figure 3 shows the average space-momentum correla-
tion of partons, �? ⌘ hr̂? · p̂?i where r̂? and p̂? are
the transverse radial position and momentum unit vec-
tors, as a function of N

coll

. The �? parameter repre-
sents approximately the collective transverse radial ve-
locity. The plot is for Au+Au collisions, but the result
is similar for d+Au collisions. The �? of active par-
tons (thick solid curve) at N

coll

=0 is not exactly zero
because partons can form only after a finite formation
time over which a parton’s displacement depends on its
momentum. The freezeout partons (thick dashed curve)
at N

coll

=0 have a strong space-momentum correlation.

This is a space-momentum correlation with a non-zero
local velocity due to the anisotropic escape mechanism,
but di↵erent from a collectivity that represents a common
collective flow velocity achieved only via interactions. As
Fig. 3 shows, there are space-momentum correlations for
the active partons at any given N

coll

>0; these correla-
tions are good indicators of collective flow. Some of the
active partons freeze out at a given N

coll

; the additional
�? for these freezeout partons relative to the active par-
tons is the e↵ect of the anisotropic escape mechanism.
The question is then whether the collective flow of the

active partons is important for the final vn. Thus we did
test calculations with no collective flow by randomizing
the parton azimuthal direction after each parton-parton
scattering. The system continues to evolve in AMPT, but
the evolution is di↵erent from the original one. The �?
variable from this modified evolution is shown in Fig. 3
for Au+Au. The results for d+Au are again similar. The
active parton �? is now zero because of the randomiza-
tion. The freezeout parton �? is non-zero purely due to
the anisotropic escape mechanism.
We show in Fig. 4 the v

2

of active partons and freeze-
out partons from this azimuth-randomized AMPT run
by the thin solid and dashed curves, respectively, for
Au+Au (left panel) and d+Au collisions (right panel).
In the randomized case, the parton azimuthal angles are
randomized and hence the active parton v

2

is zero; thus
the final-state freezeout anisotropy is entirely due to the
anisotropic escape mechanism. For comparison, the v

2

results from the normal AMPT run for Au+Au (already
shown in Fig. 2) are superimposed in Fig. 4 as the thick
solid and dashed curves, where the active parton v

2

is
slightly positive and the freezeout parton v

2

is much
higher. The gain in v

2

from the active partons to the
freezeout partons is due to the escape mechanism. The
gain in the normal AMPT results is slightly di↵erent from
that in the azimuth-randomized results. This is not sur-
prising because the anisotropies in the escape probability
di↵er in these two cases: in the former case the parton
p̂?’s are correlated with their r̂?’s while in the latter case
the parton p̂?’s are random. The integrated v

2

of all fi-
nal partons in Au+Au (b=7.3 fm) collisions is 3.9% from
the normal AMPT results and 2.7% from the azimuth-
randomized results, indicating that the collective flow of
active partons plays only a minor role for the final vn.
The corresponding values for d+Au (b=0 fm) collisions
are 2.7% and 2.5%.
We have shown mostly results in 200 GeV Au+Au

collisions at impact parameter b=7.3 fm. There seems
to be no qualitative di↵erence between the behaviors in
Au+Au and d+Au collisions, as shown in Fig. 4. The
results for other impact parameters are also similar. Al-
though we discussed only v

2

, the same conclusions hold
for v

3

as well, suggesting that the development mecha-
nism of vn in AMPT is universal. We note that a fixed
N

coll

value does not correspond to partons at identical

freezeout partons
all partons
active partons

3 parton populations at any given Ncoll:
freezeout partons: freeze out/hadronize after exactly Ncoll collisions;
active partons: will collide further, freeze out after >Ncoll collisions;
all partons: sum of the above two populations

(i.e. all partons that have survived Ncoll collisions).

The escape mechanism: a brief review
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FIG. 2: Parton v
2

in Au+Au collisions as a function of the
number of collisions N

coll

that a parton has su↵ered. The
solid curve is the v

2

of all(active) partons after su↵ering N
coll

collisions, the dashed curve freezeout partons, and the dotted
curve non-freezeout partons.
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FIG. 3: Parton �? ⌘ hr̂? · p̂?i as a function of the number of
collisions N

coll

in Au+Au collisions. Both the normal (thick
curves) and the azimuth-randomized (thin curves) AMPT re-
sults are shown. The solid curves are those for all(active)
partons after su↵ering N

coll

collisions, and the dashed curves
are for freezeout partons.

di↵erence in the physics mechanisms between them.

Figure 3 shows the average space-momentum correla-
tion of partons, �? ⌘ hr̂? · p̂?i where r̂? and p̂? are
the transverse radial position and momentum unit vec-
tors, as a function of N

coll

. The �? parameter repre-
sents approximately the collective transverse radial ve-
locity. The plot is for Au+Au collisions, but the result
is similar for d+Au collisions. The �? of active par-
tons (thick solid curve) at N

coll

=0 is not exactly zero
because partons can form only after a finite formation
time over which a parton’s displacement depends on its
momentum. The freezeout partons (thick dashed curve)
at N

coll

=0 have a strong space-momentum correlation.

This is a space-momentum correlation with a non-zero
local velocity due to the anisotropic escape mechanism,
but di↵erent from a collectivity that represents a common
collective flow velocity achieved only via interactions. As
Fig. 3 shows, there are space-momentum correlations for
the active partons at any given N

coll

>0; these correla-
tions are good indicators of collective flow. Some of the
active partons freeze out at a given N

coll

; the additional
�? for these freezeout partons relative to the active par-
tons is the e↵ect of the anisotropic escape mechanism.
The question is then whether the collective flow of the

active partons is important for the final vn. Thus we did
test calculations with no collective flow by randomizing
the parton azimuthal direction after each parton-parton
scattering. The system continues to evolve in AMPT, but
the evolution is di↵erent from the original one. The �?
variable from this modified evolution is shown in Fig. 3
for Au+Au. The results for d+Au are again similar. The
active parton �? is now zero because of the randomiza-
tion. The freezeout parton �? is non-zero purely due to
the anisotropic escape mechanism.
We show in Fig. 4 the v

2

of active partons and freeze-
out partons from this azimuth-randomized AMPT run
by the thin solid and dashed curves, respectively, for
Au+Au (left panel) and d+Au collisions (right panel).
In the randomized case, the parton azimuthal angles are
randomized and hence the active parton v

2

is zero; thus
the final-state freezeout anisotropy is entirely due to the
anisotropic escape mechanism. For comparison, the v

2

results from the normal AMPT run for Au+Au (already
shown in Fig. 2) are superimposed in Fig. 4 as the thick
solid and dashed curves, where the active parton v

2

is
slightly positive and the freezeout parton v

2

is much
higher. The gain in v

2

from the active partons to the
freezeout partons is due to the escape mechanism. The
gain in the normal AMPT results is slightly di↵erent from
that in the azimuth-randomized results. This is not sur-
prising because the anisotropies in the escape probability
di↵er in these two cases: in the former case the parton
p̂?’s are correlated with their r̂?’s while in the latter case
the parton p̂?’s are random. The integrated v

2

of all fi-
nal partons in Au+Au (b=7.3 fm) collisions is 3.9% from
the normal AMPT results and 2.7% from the azimuth-
randomized results, indicating that the collective flow of
active partons plays only a minor role for the final vn.
The corresponding values for d+Au (b=0 fm) collisions
are 2.7% and 2.5%.
We have shown mostly results in 200 GeV Au+Au

collisions at impact parameter b=7.3 fm. There seems
to be no qualitative di↵erence between the behaviors in
Au+Au and d+Au collisions, as shown in Fig. 4. The
results for other impact parameters are also similar. Al-
though we discussed only v

2

, the same conclusions hold
for v

3

as well, suggesting that the development mecha-
nism of vn in AMPT is universal. We note that a fixed
N

coll

value does not correspond to partons at identical

freezeout partons
all partons
active partons

At Ncoll=1:
active partons at Ncoll=0
collide once each
& become
all partons at Ncoll=1: v2 ≈ 0.

At Ncoll=0:
all partons: v2=0 by symmetry (since they include all initial partons); 
they contain 2 parts:
freezeout: v2 ≈ 4.5%,
active:      v2 < 0.

This process repeats itself at higher Ncoll (with fewer partons), 
eventually all partons freezeout/hadronize.

<v2> = weighed average of the freezeout partons’ v2 at different Ncoll.

¢

¢

¢

The escape mechanism: a brief review
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In event-averaged picture 
of elliptic flow:

At Ncoll=0:
freezeout partons: v2 ≈ 4.5%,

this is purely due to the
anisotropic escape probability (escape mechanism):
interaction-induced response to geometrical shape, 
no contribution from collective flow.

At Ncoll>=1:
freezeout partons: v2 > 0

due to
anisotropic escape probability
& (anisotropic) collective flow.

How to separate the two contributions?
We design a Random-ϕ Test (destroy collective flow but keep the anisotropic shape):

Normal: Random:

The escape mechanism: a brief review
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FIG. 3: Parton �? ⌘ hr̂? · p̂?i as a function of N
coll

in
Au+Au collisions. Both normal (thick curves) and azimuth-
randomized (thin curves) AMPT results are shown. The solid
curves are those for all partons after su↵ering N

coll

collisions,
and the dashed curves are for freezeout partons.

via interactions. On the other hand, there are space-
momentum correlations for all partons (thick solid curve)
at any given N

coll

> 0 and the correlation increases with
N

coll

; these correlations are good indicators of collective
flow. Some of these partons freeze out at a given N

coll

;
the additional �? for these freezeout partons is the e↵ect
of the anisotropic escape mechanism.

One question is whether the hydrodynamic-type col-
lective flow of the partons is important for the final v

2

.
Thus we did test calculations with no collective flow by
randomizing the outgoing parton azimuthal directions af-
ter each parton-parton scattering. The system continues
to evolve in AMPT, but the evolution is di↵erent from
the original one. The �? from this modified evolution is
shown in Fig. 3. The all-parton �? is now zero because of
the randomization, and the freezeout parton �? is non-
zero purely due to the anisotropic escape mechanism.

We show in Fig. 4 the v
2

of all partons and freeze-
out partons from this azimuth-randomized AMPT by the
thin solid and dashed curves for Au+Au and d+Au col-
lisions. In the randomized case, the parton azimuthal
angles are randomized and hence their v

2

is zero; thus
the final-state freezeout anisotropy is entirely due to the
anisotropic escape mechanism. For comparison, the v

2

results from the normal AMPT (already shown in Fig. 2
for Au+Au) are superimposed in Fig. 4 as the thick solid
and dashed curves, where the all-parton v

2

is slightly
positive and the freezeout parton v

2

is much higher. The
gain in v

2

by the freezeout partons is due to the escape
mechanism. The gain in the normal AMPT results is
slightly di↵erent from that in the azimuth-randomized
results. This is not surprising because the anisotropies
in the escape probability di↵er in these two cases: in the
former case the parton p̂?’s are correlated with their r̂?’s
while in the latter case the parton p̂?’s are random.

Table I lists the hN
coll

i and hv
2

i of all final partons from
normal and azimuth-randomized results by both AMPT
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collN

FIG. 4: Parton v
2

as a function of N
coll

in (a) Au+Au and
(b) d+Au collisions. Both normal (thick curves) and azimuth-
randomized (thin curves) AMPT results are shown. The solid
curves are for all partons after su↵ering N

coll

collisions, and
the dashed curves are for freezeout partons.

(varying µD with ↵s kept fixed) and MPC (isotropic
�). The hv

2

i with Debye � of 3 mb and 5.5 mb from
AMPT and MPC, respectively–so that they have simi-
lar opacity–are consistent with each other as mentioned
previously. It is known that v

2

is larger for an isotropic
d�/dt than for a Debye screened one (at the same �) be-
cause the latter is more forward-backward peaked, but
the hv

2

i
Rndm

/hv
2

i ratios as well as the opacities are al-
most the same. It should be noted that there may be
issues with causality in AMPT for large �. Also note
that hN

coll

i is larger in the randomized case because the
randomization tends to destroy the preferred outward di-
rection of partons.

We have shown mostly results for 200 GeV Au+Au
collisions at medium impact parameters. There seems
to be no qualitative di↵erence between the behaviors
in Au+Au and d+Au collisions (c.f. Fig. 4). Although
we discussed only v

2

, the same conclusions hold for v
3

as well, suggesting that the development mechanism of
anisotropies in transport models is universal. We note
that a fixed N

coll

value does not correspond to partons
at identical time but rather a convolution over time. We
have also studied results as a function of time instead of
N

coll

, and our qualitative conclusions remain unchanged.

Discussions. The unique finding of our study is that
partons in transport models escape (freeze out) from the
collision zone with positive v

2

, even those partons that
do not interact at all, mainly due to the anisotropic es-
cape probability. This escape mechanism contributes to
the majority of the final v

2

at small to modest opacity.
The traditional picture of low p? particles accumulat-
ing v

2

after multiple collisions plays only a minor role.
High-p? anisotropy is generally believed to result mostly
from the escape mechanism [22, 23], which we have also
verified within our work. Our study indicates that the
escape mechanism is at work at both high and low p?;

Random ϕ

v2 from the Random-ϕ Test: purely from the escape mechanism

<v2>normal <v2>random-ϕ Ratio of random/normal <Ncoll>
~ fraction from pure escape

Au+Au 3.9% 2.7% 69% 4.6 (modest)
d+Au 2.7% 2.5% 93% 1.2 (low)

He et al. PLB753 (2016)

The escape mechanism: a brief review
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• The escape mechanism helps to explain similar anisotropic flows 
observed in small and large systems:

since both are dominated by the same mechanism (anisotropic escape probability)

• The driving force for v2 at low & high PT is qualitatively the same 
since both are dominated by anisotropic probability of interactions before escape

(scatterings/kicks for low PT & energy loss for high PT)

• At low-to-modest opacity or <Ncoll>: 
transport and hydrodynamics are different;
the escape mechanism dominates vn.

• At very high opacity or <Ncoll>:
transport and hydrodynamics are similar;
hydro-type collective flow dominates vn.

Which is the case for 
a given collision system

?𝐴 + 𝐵 𝑠, 𝑐𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑦

• It suggests possible big uncertainties in using flows in hydrodynamical models
to extract the QGP η/s 

The escape mechanism: a brief review
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• All observed structures in azimuthal 
harmonics arise already from single 
final state interaction. 

• Single hit dynamics is most efficient 
at transferring spatial anisotropy to 
momentum anisotropy.

• This explains in the most natural way 
the observation of v2/ε2 in 
the smallest pp, pA collisions.

• For v2, even if …

Kurkela’s talk at Quark Matter 2018
Kinetic transport is needed to reliably extract shear viscosity from pA and AA data: 

Borghini, Feld, Kersting arXiv:1804.05729:
• a system of particles undergoing very few 

rescatterings is able to generate anisotropic flow 
coefficients vn with the same scaling dependence 
on εn as a fluid-dynamical description.

• Natural to look for these features in small systems, 
in which the applicability of fluid dynamics is most 
questionable.

v2∝ σ ε2
v3∝ σ ε3
v4∝ σ ε2

2

v5∝ σ ε2ε3
v6 ∼ κ6,33 σ ε2

3 + κ6,222 σ2 ε3
2

The escape mechanism: a brief review
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Our previous results are for all quarks @200 GeV.

Q:
Does the escape mechanism work differently for different flavors?
or
Does collective flow work differently for different flavors?

The escape mechanism: flavor dependence

We now use string melting AMPT to analyze 
light (u/d), strange, charm quarks 
in p+Pb@5TeV, Au+Au@200GeV, Pb+Pb@2.76TeV.

Hanlin Li, ZWL, Fuqiang Wang, arXiv:1804.02681;
ZWL, Hanlin Li, Fuqiang Wang, EPJ Web Conf 171 (2018).

3mb parton cross section is used 
since it reproduces pi/K/p v2(PT).

ZWL, PRC 90 (2014)
Guo-Liang Ma & ZWL, PRC 93 (2016)

Caveat: here we use the same differential cross section for all flavors.
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collN
0 5 10 15 20 25 30

2v

0

0.05

0.1

0.15 Pb+Pb 2.76 TeV

|<1η| Normal

freezeout partons -u(d)
all(active)partons-u(d)
freezeout partons -s
all(active)partons-s
freezeout partons -charm
all(active)partons-charm

Pb+Pb
2.76TeV
8fm

Mass ordering in v2(Ncoll):
v2c < v2s < v2ud at small Ncoll;

reversed ordering v2c > v2s > v2ud at large Ncoll.

The escape mechanism: flavor dependence
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 (fm)R
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 )
P(

R

0

0.1

0.2

0.3

0.4

0.5

initial partons
Au+Au, 200 GeV, b=6.6-8.1fm

Normal
 >_light quark = 2.98<R
 >_s quark     = 2.95<R

 >_charm quark = 2.62<R

2, Probability distributions of parton freezing out after Ncoll
collisions. 

This is related to the initial 
(velocity &) spatial distribution:
charm quarks are produced by hard 
scatterings & follow the binary profile.

Mass ordering in the Ncoll distribution
for all 3 systems:

<Ncoll>c > <Ncoll>s > <Ncoll>ud

The escape mechanism: flavor dependence

transverse radius

collN
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)
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P(

N

0

0.1

0.2

0.3
Au+Au 200 GeV, b= 6.6-8.1fm
freeze out partons
Normal

>=4.6
coll

light quark  <N
>=5.5

coll
s quark      <N

>=8.7
coll

charm quark <N

collN
0 5 10 15 20

)
co

ll
P(

N

0

0.05

0.1

Normal

Pb+Pb 2.76 TeV, b= 8fm
freeze out partons >=9.8

coll
light quark <N

>=11.1
coll

s quark     <N
>=15.5

coll
charm quark <N
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Random-ϕ for u/d/s quarks only
(Normal charm: charm quarks keep their collective flow):
large reduction of charm v2 
(like random-ϕ test for all flavors)
è
light quark collective flow is essential for charm v2

Pb+Pb
2.76TeV
8fm

Random-ϕ test (randomized quarks of all flavors):
shows greater reduction of v2 for heavier quarks.

u/d s c

The escape mechanism: flavor dependence

collN
0 5 10 15 20 25 30

2v

0

0.1

Pb+Pb 2.76 TeV
u(d) quarks |<1η|

freezeout partons -Normal
all(active)partons-Normal
freezeout partons -Rndm
all(active)partons-Rndm

collN
0 5 10 15 20 25 30

2v

0

0.1

Pb+Pb 2.76 TeV
s quarks |<1η|

freezeout partons -Normal
all(active)partons-Normal
freezeout partons -Rndm
all(active)partons-Rndm

collN
0 5 10 15 20 25 30

2v

0

0.1

Pb+Pb 2.76 TeV
charm quarks |<1η|

freezeout partons -Normal
all(active)partons-Normal
freezeout partons -Rndm
all(active)partons-Rndm

collN
0 5 10 15 20 25 30

2v

0

0.1

Pb+Pb 2.76 TeV
charm quarks |<1η|

Random light/Normal charm

freezeout partons
all(active)partons
non-freezeout partons
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Pb+Pb
2.76TeV
8fm

p+Pb
5TeV
b=0fm

Analysis is done for 3 systems:
u/d s c

The escape mechanism: flavor dependence

collN
0 5 10 15 20

2v

0.05−

0

0.05

0.1
Au+Au 200 GeV

light quarks |<1η|

freezeout partons -Normal
all(active)partons-Normal
freezeout partons -Rndm
all(active)partons-Rndm

Au+Au
200GeV
6.6-8.1fm
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 (GeV/c)parton p
0 0.5 1 1.5 2

2
pa

rto
n 

v

0

0.02

0.04

0.06

0.08
p+Pb 5 TeV

Normal
Normal
Normal

φRndm 
φRndm 
φRndm 

u(d) quarks
s     quarksc     quarks
u(d) quarks 
s     quarks
c     quarks

v2(PT):
• mass ordering at low PT:

v2c < v2s < v2ud
this is partly responsible for 
the mass ordering of hadron v2 in 

Hanlin Li et al. PRC 93 (2016)                 
& PRC 96 (2017).

The escape mechanism: flavor dependence

 (GeV/c)parton p
0 0.5 1 1.5 2

2
pa

rto
n 

v

0

0.05

0.1 Au+Au
200 GeV

Normal
Normal
Normal

φRndm 
φRndm 
φRndm 

u(d) quarks
s     quarks
c     quarks
u(d) quarks 
s     quarks
c     quarks

 (GeV/c)parton p
0 0.5 1 1.5 2

2
pa

rto
n 

v

0

0.05

0.1

0.15
Pb+Pb 2.76 TeV

Normal
Normal
Normal

φRndm 
φRndm 
φRndm 

u(d) quarks
s     quarks
c     quarks
u(d) quarks 
s     quarks
c     quarks

• ~ No mass effect at higher PT
in normal AMPT: 

v2c ~ v2s ~ v2ud
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q

Q

System size/energy
Less from escape mechanism/ 

more from collective flow

The escape mechanism: flavor dependence
 
 

	 pPb	
b=0fm	

AuAu	
b=6.6-8.1fm	

PbPb	
b=8fm	

light	 <Ncoll>=	2.02	
<v2>Rndm=	2.392%	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
<v2>Norm=	3.279%	
<v2>Rndm/<v2>Norm
=72.9%	

<Ncoll>=	4.5	
<v2>Rndm=	2.931%	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
<v2>Norm=	4.468%	
<v2>Rndm/<v2>Norm	
=65.6%	

<Ncoll>=	9.82	
<v2>Rndm=	3.214%	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
<v2>Norm=7.562%	
<v2>Rndm/<v2>Norm	
=42.5%	

s-quark	 <Ncoll>=	2.54	
<v2>Rndm=1.894%	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
<v2>Norm=3.203%	
<v2>Rndm/<v2>Norm	
=59.1%	

<Ncoll>=	5.45	
<v2>Rndm=	2.266%	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
<v2>Norm=	4.784%	
<v2>Rndm/<v2>Norm	
=47.4%	

<Ncoll>=	11.14	
<v2>Rndm=	2.23%	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
<v2>Norm=	8.424%	
<v2>Rndm/<v2>Norm	
=26.5%	

c-quark	 <Ncoll>=	4.23	
<v2>Rndm=1.214%	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
<v2>Norm=2.139%	
<v2>Rndm/<v2>Norm	
=56.8%	

<Ncoll>=	8.6	
<v2>Rndm=0.8455%	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
<v2>Norm=3.885%	
<v2>Rndm/<v2>Norm	
=22%	

<Ncoll>=	15.48	
<v2>Rndm=0.6724%	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
<v2>Norm=7.923%	
<v2>Rndm/<v2>Norm	
=8.5%	

8

8
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Ncoll
5 10 15 20 25 30

(ra
d.

) 
φ

∆

0
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1

1.5
Pb+Pb 2.76 TeV
Normal 

u(d) quarks
s quarks
charm quarks

Δ𝜙: mean change of azimuth due to one collision (the Ncollth collision):

Mass ordering on 
the rms parton deflection angle:

as it is more difficult to deflect a heavier quark.
So light quark collective flow 

& strong light-charm interactions 
are essential to generate significant charm v2.

The escape mechanism: flavor dependence

σ∆𝜙(c) < σ∆𝜙(s) < σ∆𝜙(ud)

Ncoll
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Ncoll
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) 
φ

∆

0

0.5

1

1.5
Au+Au 200 GeV
Normal 

u(d) quarks
s quarks
charm quarks
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A Toy Model
To further understand the flavor dependence, we consider a toy model:

partons propagate from the center of an elliptical medium;
each scattering gives a deflection Gaussian-distributed at width 𝜎<= ;
assume a straight-line propagation, then the number of collisions 

a parton suffers is Ncoll(𝜙i) = ⟨Ncoll⟩ * [1 − 2ε2 cos(2𝜙i)].
Then we get the average v2:

• Mass ordering at low <Ncoll>
• Reversed ordering at high <Ncoll>
• <v2> of different flavors 

scale exactly with 𝑁"ABB 	𝜎<=,
so they have the same peak <v2>,
it just take a heavier quark 
more collisions to reach it.

• Toy model has no collective 
dynamics, so it ~ escape <v2>.
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dAu@200GeV
b=0 fm

pPb@5TeV
b=0 fm

AuAu@200GeV
b=6.6-8.1 fm

PbPb@2.76TeV
b=8 fm

u/d 93%(all quarks) 72.9% 65.6% 42.5%
s 59.1% 47.4% 26.5%
c 56.8% 21.8% 8.5%

<v2>random-ϕ /<v2>normal ratio ~ fraction from pure escape:

èv2 of charm quarks in AuAu@RHIC-200GeV & PbPb@LHC:
mostly comes from collective flow (not the escape mechanism).

èheavy quarks are more sensitive probes of collective flow & the medium.

v2 of light quarks:
escape mechanism is more important for AuAu@RHIC, pPb@LHC

and smaller/lower-energy systems;
hydro-type collective flow is more important for PbPb@LHC,

although still with significant contribution from the escape mechanism.

Esha, Md. Nasim & Huang, JPG44 (2017); Greco’s talk at QM2017.

Summary
We have followed the complete parton collision history to 
study v2 of light/strange/charm quarks in the AMPT model.
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A+B

Final particle spectra

Hadronization (Quark Coalescence)

ZPC (parton cascade)

Strings melt to q  & qbar
via intermediate hadrons

Hadrons freeze out (at a global cut-off time);
then strong-decay most remaining resonances

HIJING1.0:
minijet partons,   excited strings,  spectator nucleons

Extended ART (hadron cascade)

Partons freeze out

Generate parton space-time

Structure of AMPT v2.xx (String Melting version)
1) New PDF & 
nuclear shadowing

• 2a) Flavor-dependent 
parton cross sections

• 2b) 2çè2 inelastic scatterings
such as qqbar <>QQbar.

• 2c) QCD equation of state 
(dynamical parton mass)

Outlook: heavy flavour work within AMPT

3a) coalescence in both x & p
3b) recombination around εc
3c) fragmentation

Thanks!


